What are the optimal numbers or quantities of nations, people, languages, races, marriage partners, wealth, monies, criminals and other 
INTRODUCTION
What is an optimal number? What are "things"? In this paper I shall attempt to determine the optimal number of "things" such as people, races, governments, languages, firms, murders.
Before discussing these matters, let us face an initial objection: Who cares? Why should any rational person interest himself in whether or not there is an optimal number of certain things, and why on earth ask about these particular heterogeneous things? Why should any of us care whether or not there is an optimal number of, say, languages? What will this help us understand?
I offer several answers to this objection, in an attempt to cajole the reader into further pursuing this essay. First, for scholars, there is a general interest in issues, questions, studies, etc. This holds true whether or not there is any short-run pay-off in the answers. "Information for information's sake, alone" might well be the motto of those for whom this rings a bell. Basic research, with no particular pragmatic payoff, is surely a worthwhile enterprise for those interested in ideas. Second, there are obvious benefits in pursuing these issues. For example, if the optimal number of languages is one, and at present there are many more than that spoken and written, then it would be to our advantage, at least not to start up any more of them, 3 and, also
we would be furnished with a reason not to 3 So-called "Black-English," or "Ebonics" is a dialect possibly in the process of becoming a new language (Google, 2013) subsidize any marginal tongues that are likely to end. For example, the Quebec government spends large amounts of effort, treasure, good will, in forcing its residents to speak French. If that is one of the languages on its way out, these expenditures would be seen all the more as unwise. We now have some 200 different nations. If the optimal number of them is 10,000, then we ought to encourage Quebec to secede from Canada, the Basques to separate from Spain, Scotland to depart from the United Kingdom. If the optimal number is one, world government, or three, as depicted in the novel 1984, then these separations should be discouraged. Similarly, if we have more people on earth than is optimal, we ought to applaud the efforts of the People's Republic of China to reduce population size with its one child per family policy; if not, then this initiative should be denigrated. It is difficult to see how more applicable to real world issues can a study be than this one.
Why this particular set of questions? There seems to be little in common between numbers of nations, people, languages, races, marriage partners, etc. That is both a credit, and a debit. On the plus side, if the considerations discussed in this paper can apply to unrelated issues, that demonstrates even the more their explanatory power. If these considerations could only apply to a small set of rather homogeneous issues, that would be a limitation.
What is optimal? That depends upon our goals. From the libertarian point of view, 4 the optimal number of anything is whatever quantity results from the free choices of un-coerced individuals. From this perspective, what is the optimal number of people? It is exactly that number, no more and no less, that results from their own freely made choices. What is the optimal number of languages? Again, that number, not a single one more or less, than comes about as a result of freely choosing individuals. And ditto for all the other social and economic phenomenon to be discussed in this paper.
If this were the only viewpoint from which to analyze this matter, the present essay would be a very short and rather uninteresting one. Indeed, we have in the previous paragraph just about exhausted our topic. However, there is an alternative: economic welfare, or the prudential judgment of just about most people as to what is "best." Here, we may say that although apart from the viewpoint of murderers, the optimal amount of unjustified killing is zero. However, it might take the entire GDP, and more, to reach this estimable goal; thus, it is only ideal in some unrealistic theoretical or philosophical sense. Given human beings as we find them, the optimal number of murders will surely be greater than zero, however repulsive that may sound. Similarly, none, seven billion different languages, or monies, 5 would spell disaster in terms of communication and trade. The present paper will try to narrow down these quantities optimally from this second point of view.
In section II, we further consider these matters from the libertarian point of view. Section III is devoted to a different perspective: pragmatism, or prudential judgment or the maximization of human welfare. All throughout this paper we will attempt to get a grip on optimal numbers, or 4 (Bergland, 1986); (Block, 2008) ; (Hoppe, 1993) ; (Huebert, 2010) ; (Kinsella, 1995 (Kinsella, , 1996 ; (Narveson,1988) ; (Nozick, 1973) ; (Rothbard, 1973 (Rothbard, , 1978 ; (Woolridge, 1970) 5 Related to the number of monies is the issue of optimal currency areas. Mundell (1961 Mundell ( , 1973 defines optimality on this issue in terms of promoting Keynesian monetary and fiscal policy. For a critique, see Block (1999) quantities, of phenomena such as race, nations, etc. We conclude in section IV.
LIBERTARIANISM

Races
There are some (Gould, 1981) 
Governments
What about governments? What is their optimal number, again from the libertarian perspective? If we take seriously that proviso about "consenting adults" then of course the optimal number of them is zero. 7 For the state is the paradigm case 6 For a critique see Dennett, 1996; Rushton, 1997; Sailer, 2011 7 Or, paradoxically, 7 billion, one for each person.
We are now treading into the realm of anarchocapitalism, the most radical of the libertarian positions. See on this: (Anderson & Hill, 1979) ; (Benson, 1989 (Benson, , 1990 ; (Block, 2007 (Block, , 2010 (Block, , 2011 ; (Casey, 2010) ; (DiLorenzo, 2010) ; (Gregory, 2011) ; (Guillory & Tinsley, 2009) ; (Hasnas, 1995) ; (Higgs, 2009 (Higgs, , 2012 ; (Hoppe, 2008 (Hoppe, , 2011 ; (King, 2010) ; (Kinsella, 2009) ; (Long, 2004) ; (Molyneux, 2008) ; (Murphy, 2005) ; (Rothbard, 1973 (Rothbard, , 1977A, 1998 ; (Spooner, 1870) ; (Stringham, 2007) ; (Tannehill, 1984) ; (Tinsley, 1998 (Tinsley, -1999 . In the view of Rothbard (1973, emphasis added by present author) "For centuries, the State (or more strictly, individuals acting in their roles as 'members of the of an institution that, say whatever else about it you want, is not voluntary. Rather, it is coercive, and this applies to all versions of it, up to and including democracy (Hoppe, 2001 ). For even under this form of government, those ruled by it have not given it their prior consent (Spooner, 1870) .
Businesses
As far as commercial firms are concerned, from the libertarian perspective the optimal quantity of them is however may result from the freely chosen practices of buyers and sellers. For the case against antitrust, see, (Anderson, et al., 2001) ; (Armentano, 19999; (Barnett, et. al., 2005 (Barnett, et. al., , 2007 ; (Block, 1977B, 1982 (Block, 1977B, , 1994 ; (Block & Barnett, 2009) ; (Boudreaux & DiLorenzo, 1992) ; (Costea, 2003) ; (DiLorenzo, 1997) ; (DiLorenzo & High, 1988) ; (High,1984 (High, -1985 ; (McChesney, 1991) ; (Rothbard, 2004) ; (Shugart, 1987) ; (Smith, 1983) ; (Tucker, 1998A, 1998B) unambiguously, at the optimal amount of zero of this crime. What about our present 7 billion? According to our latter day Malthusians ( (Commoner, 1990) ; (Ehrlich, 1968) ; (Ehrlich & Ehrlich, 1981) ; (Gore, 1992) ), we have long ago reached and passed the optimal population size that would maximize GDP per capita. Indeed, for them, we have gone way past this point, all the way to being forced, in some cases, to endure a subsistence level income. But this is clearly false. For if we were truly at subsistence, slavery would be impossible. No one would pay any positive sum for a slave who could not produce more than enough to feed and clothe himself. But this "curious institution" has been with us for all of recorded history and possibly before. So it cannot possibly be the case that we have come anywhere near to having reached this point at present. 10 There are some economists ( (Coase, 1960) ; (Demsetz, 1979 (Demsetz, , 1997 ; (Posner, 1992) ) who consider all such questions from this perspective.
For an alternative view, see (Block, 1977 (Block, , 1995 .
Several considerations point to the fact that with our present population we are too few, not too many. Vast tracts of land in the US are virtually empty, even east of the Mississippi. If the entire world's population were located in average middle class homes (two stories, 2500 square feet, small front and back yards), with no provision for anything else such as farms, roads, stories, factories, parks -no one would want to live like this, but work with me here -the entire world's population could all fit into land the size of Texas.
11 Another indication of how few we are is that all of us, every single one of us, could physically fit into a one mile cubic space. Then, too, the advocates of the overpopulation hypothesis are hypocrites. 12 They all have the power, each and every one of them, to reduce the size of the population by one. That they have not done so, and are still, instead, whining about there being too many people, shows that even they do not take their thesis seriously. If they do not, why should we? 
Races
This is a controversial issue in our politically correct times. In order to increase the light, and reduce the heat let us first approach this question by analogy regarding breeds of dog. So, what is 11 According to Sowell (1983) : "Every human being on the face of the Earth could be housed in the state of Texas in one-story, single-family homes, each with a front and a back yard. A family of four would thus have 6,800 square feet-about the size of the typical middle-class American home with front and backyards." 12 More technically, they are guilty of a performative contradiction. See Hoppe (1993 Hoppe ( , 1995 13 For a general analysis of the relation between world population size and well being, see Robbins (1928 Robbins ( , 1966 . For the view that the ideal population is far less than our present seven billion, see Commoner (1990) ; Ehrlich, Paul & Anne (1981) , Ehrlich (1968) , Ehrlich, Ehrlich & Daily (1993) , Gore (1992) and Sachs (2008) . For a critique of this over population thesis, see Boudreaux (2008) , Rothbard (2011) and Simon (1981 Simon ( , 1990 Simon ( , 1996 . For commentary on ideal nation size in terms of population, see Friedman (1977) and Wittman (2000) . For the view that is most congruent to that of the present author, see Friedman (1972) . the number of dog breeds that will maximize human satisfaction? In the South Park of season 8, episode 6, "They Took our jobs!" (Parker & Stone, 2004 ) the people coming back to the present from the future were all of a piece: light brown skinned, with no racial differences at all. Should we breed dogs, from now on, so as to achieve this end for that species?
It is difficult to see how this could improve human welfare, or its GDP proxy. At present, there is specialization and division of labor among hounds: bloodhounds can sniff scents and find missing people; St. Bernards can rescue people in the snow; dachshunds can enter burrows and attack ferrets, dogs that that corral sheep, etc. Some breeds can best be used as seeing eyes, or to cuddle, or to guard junkyards (Robison, 2010) . If we had only one breed of dog, virtually all of these particular excellences would have go by the boards. GDP would undoubtedly suffer.
It is not clear why this sort of logic should not apply to our own species.
14 Eskimos are better able to deal with icy conditions than anyone else, Arabs with sand and deserts, Italians with cooking, Jews with finance, blacks with athletics and so on (Sowell, 1975 (Sowell, , 1981A, 1981B, 1982 (Sowell, , 1983 (Sowell, , 1994 . 15 With a totally homogeneous 14 One wonders if these kinds of diversity numbers are at play within countries for, say, race. In the U.S. we tend to divide people into White, Hispanic, Black, Asian, Jewish, and Middle Eastern, more or less. But if you look at Mexico, for example, you would find that within that nation there are divisions among the European, black, and natives, among others. But Americans would group the Euro-and native-and mixed Mexicans as being Hispanic, or just plain Mexican, without making those other distinctions. Given these social phenomena, there is in a real sense an "optimal" number of races --but it seems to be contingent on our psychology and geographic boundaries. To what degree these groups will get along will be determined at least in part by the institutions in place. 15 189, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195 or 196 (http://www.worldatlas.com/nations.htm); 206 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_sovereign_stat es); 193 (http://www.wisegeek.com/how-manycountries-are-there-in-the-world.htm) with the relationship between the size of a country (the bigger they are, the fewer of them there can be) and its GDP per capita; that is, we are looking at these matters from a pragmatic point of view. Hong Kong and Singapore are two of the most successful countries in the world in terms of the economic freedom that produces wealth (Gwartney, 1996) . Let us extrapolate from their size, to attain at least one measure of what might be a desirable size for a nation. There are seven billion people on earth. There are now some 200 countries. The average sized country must therefore contain 35 million citizens. Hong Kong has a population of a little over7 million; Singapore's is slightly less than that. Let us take the average between the two of them and call it 7 million, roughly. If all nations on earth had this many people in them, there would be 1,000 countries on the planet. What about looking at this issue from the vantage point of reducing the number and severity of wars between countries. There is some evidence 18 attesting to the claim that deaths per capita are larger when big nations go to war. This too would incline us in the direction of more but smaller countries.
Languages
States Hieber (2010) (Alesina & Spolaore, 2003 , 2006 ; (Alesina, Spolaore & Wacziarg, 2000) ; (Bolton & Roland, 1997) ; (Buchanan & Faith, 1987) ; (McGuire, 2002) ; (Mises,1919) ; (Spolaore, 2008) . Others argue for smaller nation size on related grounds: (Sale, 2010) ; (Rockwell, 1996) (increased freedom); (Livingston, 2012) Then, too, many of the romance languages divide ordinary household objects into male and female words. For example, el lapiz, a male word, is "pencil" in Spanish, while la pluma, a female word, means "pen" in that language. We would 20 Anyone who thinks that this would create a depression, since translator's jobs would vanish and they would then buy less from the rest of us, should read Hazlitt (1946) .
lose these distinctions were we to shift to any non romance language. However, it does not seem to be too much of a stretch to say that this is of less importance than increased communication ability to be derived by any one language.
21
Consider another example. In Spanish there are two words for "corner," one for a corner when seen from the inside, and another when seen from the outside. But each of these concepts can be accurately rendered in English, as has just been done. Thus, the only loss of the Spanish language, in this one context, is that several words must be substituted for one in order to clarify precise meanings.
If we are to adopt a single tongue, it will probably be one spoken by many people, at least as a second language. That means, in all likelihood, Mandarin. 22 In my prudential judgment, the advantages of communication outweigh the losses of giving up numerous languages. The fewer the tongues spoken and written, the better in order to maximize human welfare, and one is the fewest of them all.
Firms
According to mainstream neoclassical economists, the more business firms in an 21 See Vuolo (2012) for an interesting perspective on this issue. For an alternative view, one which claims that knowing more than one language makes you smarter, see Bhattacharjee (2012 Another difficulty is furnished by the taxi industry in a large city. There are about 50,000 licensed cab drivers in New York City (Brooklyn, 2013) . But are they competitive? Not by any stretch of the imagination. Yes, they are rivals with regard to picking up a given passenger. But in every other way they are tightly regulated. They cannot charge any prices per mile they wish, or at different times of the day. They must all use government approved vehicles, pass the same exams, etc. Worst, they are not subject to competitive entry. No person without a statist permit may enter the field and compete with extant taxi operations.
When IBM first began operations, it was a single seller of computers. They were subjected to a decades-long antitrust law suit (Wright, 2002 ) (DeLamarter, 1986 . But any company that blazes new trails, introduces a new product, service, whatever, will necessarily be a single seller of it, at least at the outset. Are they all to be What, then, are the true monopolies in the U.S.? There is only one U.S. Post Office, but it is a monopoly, since it is illegal for anyone else to compete with it for the delivery of first class mail. There are thousands of taxicabs in New York City, but they all constitute a monopoly, since anyone competing with them will be punished by law. There are numerous doctors in the country, but they also constitute a monopoly, since it is 23 (Barnett, Block & Saliba, 2005) ; (Block, Barnett II & Wood, 2002) ; (DiLorenzo, 2011); (Gordon, 1997); (Hayek, 1964 (Hayek, , 2010 ; (Lewin & Phelan, 1999) ; (Machovec,1995) ; (Reisman, 2005) ; (Rothbard, 1961) ; (Salerno, 2011) ; (Salin, 1996) . 24 Note, we say "legal," not "costless." It is expensive to begin and run a daily newspaper in a large city. But this does not constitute a "barrier to entry" as the neoclassical economists would have it, and thus render the Times Picayune a monopolistic enterprise. All enterprise is "costly." The only barrier we are here concerned with are legal ones.
against the law for unlicensed people to offer medical services for a fee.
25
So, what is the optimal number of firms in an industry? There is no such thing that can be determined independently of the free actions of participants: buyers, sellers, customers, entrepreneurs. Whatever number the market determines is the appropriate one.
It is not just an article of faith that more competition will lead to higher human welfare. It is also a matter of pure logic. If people are allowed to compete, they will better satisfy consumers, than if they are not. Firms that fail to do so lose ground, and tend to go bankrupt, leaving the field for those better able and willing to increase GDP in this manner. There is a wealth of empirical data illustrating this fact. But it applies, only, to competition, e.g., legal entry, not to the mere number of competitors.
Murders
At first glance, the optimal number of murders would appear, obviously, to be zero. Certainly libertarian considerations previously mentioned would mitigate in this direction. But we are not now considering the rights of the matter, nor justice. Rather, we are focusing on pragmatic considerations. If we could wave a magic wand and end all such killing, then, without much doubt, human well being would be increased. But in the real world, the only way to reduce the number of murders to zero, if we could do so at all, would be by spending virtually all of our wealth on body guards, and then have to worry as to whether or not they could be bought off.
26
But to expend all of our money in this way would pretty much mean the death of all of us, as we 25 For a brilliant analysis of this dire situation, and the case for eliminating these monopolistic licensing arrangements, see Friedman (1962, chapter 9) . 26 We do have it within our power to radically reduce the number of deaths almost by legislative enactment. We could legalize drugs ( (Block, 1993 ; (Block, Wingfield & Whitehead, 2003) ; (Cussen & Block, 2000) ; (Friedman, 1992) ; (Szasz, 1985 (Szasz, , 1992 ; (Thornton, 1991) ), or privatize our highway system (Block, 2009 ). The latter might save some 30,000 U.S. lives per year, the former, far more.
would have no food, shelter, etc. 27 Paradoxically, then, the optimal number of murders is not zero.
As it happens, we can at least theoretically pin point the "proper" amount of them. This would be where the costs of preventing one more, or the marginal murder just equals the losses (to society) of the contribution of that additional victim. The only trouble with this is, it is impossible, without interpersonal comparisons of utility (Rothbard, 1956) , to capture any such number.
Speed limits
At present, speed limits on most limited access highways are a minimum of 40 miles per hour, and a maximum of 70 mph. But as anyone who has actually driven on these thoroughfares full well knows, these are merely de jure limits, not de facto ones. Most people drive at 75 mph on clear days, and many approach 80.
There is some empirical evidence that a slower rate of speed will save lives, which presumably is the desiderata of speed optima. During the days of the double nickel (55 mph speed limits), instituted mainly to save gasoline, not to promote safety, the death rate did fall. 28 Does this demonstrate it would be optimal to drive more sedately, again on the assumption that we are mainly concerned with lowering highway fatalities?
One difficulty with this surmise is that, in all probability, the single nickel (5 mph) would do even better. If we crept along in our autos at this fast walking speed, it is likely that road deaths would be literally eliminated. But the benefits of this mode of transport would almost completely be vitiated. Airplane deaths might well rise as a result.
27 Another way to reduce the murder rate lies not in the costly using of funds to increase the probability of capturing murderers, but in raising the severity of punishment, including the death penalty. See on this Ehrlich (1972 Ehrlich ( , 1973 Ehrlich ( , 1974 In China thanks to their horrendous on child per family policy coupled with a cultural preference for boys vis a vis girls, there is a tremendous gender imbalance (Hesketh, 2009) (Hesketh & Xing, 2006) . There are 119 male births for every 100 females born. By 2020, there will be some 24 million men who will not be able to find wives, at least not in that country. 33 Polyandry might better maximize human welfare (of which GDP is but a poor proxy) in that nation. This sounds horrendous, but the numbers do not lie. (Schoen & Kluegel, 1988) ; (Melnick, 2011) , (Lee & Edmonston, 2005) ; (Passel, Wang & Taylor, 2010) We cannot close this section without citing Gary Becker (Caplan, 2006) on the issue of polygamy. He states: "Some oppose polygyny because they believe too many women would be 'swept off their feet' by smooth-talking actual or potential polygamists. If that were a great concern, women could be required to be older before they could legally marry into polygamist households, or a 'cooling off' period could be mandated before they could do that. Yet isn't it offensively patronizing to women to believe they cannot make their own decisions about whether to enter into marriages that contain other wives? We do not offer men any special protections against the 'wiles' of women, so why do women need such protection? Indeed, I believe that in marital decisions women are more thoughtful and farsighted than men, partly because marriage has meant much more to women than to men."
Becker concludes "with two questions. Why the strong opposition to polygyny if it would be so rare? If modern women are at least as capable as men in deciding whom to marry, why does tates; http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/homicide/race.cfm 36 We need not. If we consider unmarried Chinese men, and unmarried black women, we have a pairing made in statistical heaven polygyny continue to be dubbed a 'barbarous' practice?"
3.9
Homosexual marriage
There are no statistical gender imbalances in this community. So how many gays should marry each other? Two? That cannot be wrong. But, any other number will do equally well. As far as our present interests are concerned, this is akin to asking for the optimal number of participants in a business or any other such partnership. The proper answer is, whatever is chosen by the consenting adults involved.
CONCLUSION
We have probed optimal numbers of things in several arenas. If this inquiry were to be extended, it might address the following issues: what is the optimal height, weight, pulse rate, blood pressure, for various callings, such as marathon running, chess, swimming, golf, boxing and other athletic endeavors. Are there any implications of these four numbers for musicians, public speakers, writers? We shall go no further in any of these directions, content, at least, to having made a start in this analysis of optimal numbers.
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Why is what we have so far done of any importance? There are several reasons. One, nothing like this has ever been done before; that alone ought to guarantee that there is at least, perhaps, some benefit from so doing. But, there are many, many studies that have never been explored; probably this is all to the good, because they are not worthwhile. Why is this initiative different? A second benefit is that it sheds further light on libertarianism, and it is my contention that it is impossible to focus too much on this philosophy, the last best hope for mankind. The present paper demonstrates that the optimal number of phenomena is precisely that quantity that arises from the freely made decisions of free people. Thus, it is important to focus on optimal numbers of things not from any philosophical viewpoint, including libertarianism, but from the vantage of prudential judgment. Collins (1998) discusses the "law of small numbers," or the fact that the typical number of diverse positions in the philosophical networks of a given society are 3-6, with increased diversification when it dips below 3 and increased synthesis when it grows above 6. This suggests a certain optimality within a given social network.
